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ABSTRACT: Two of the possible catalytic mechanisms for neurotransmitter oxidative
deamination by monoamine oxidase B (MAO B), namely, polar nucleophilic and hydride
transfer, were addressed in order to comprehend the nature of their rate-determining
step. The Quantum Chemical Cluster Approach was used to obtain transition states of
MAO B complexed with phenylethylamine (PEA), benzylamine (BA), and p-
nitrobenzylamine (NBA). The choice of these amines relies on their importance to
address MAO B catalytic mechanisms so as to help us to answer questions such as why
BA is a better substrate than NBA or how para-substitution affects substrate’s reactivity.
Transition states were later validated by comparison with the experimental free energy
barriers. From a theoretical point of view, and according to the our reported transition
states, their calculated barriers and structural and orbital differences obtained by us
among these compounds, we propose that good substrates such as BA and PEA might follow the hydride transfer pathway while
poor substrates such as NBA prefer the polar nucleophilic mechanism, which might suggest that MAO B can act by both
mechanisms. The low free energy barriers for BA and PEA reflect the preference that MAO B has for hydride transfer over the
polar nucleophilic mechanism when catalyzing the oxidative deamination of neurotransmitters.

■ INTRODUCTION

Monoamine oxidases (MAOs) are a family of flavin-containing
enzymes that catalyze the oxidative deamination of neuro-
transmitters, essentially serotonin, dopamine, and noradrena-
line.1 In humans, two isoforms exist, MAO A and MAO B, and
their available crystal structures exhibit similar Cα chain folds as
expected according to their high sequence identity (ca. 70%).2

Also, their active sites are almost indentical, except for a few
aminio acids such as Tyr326, Cys172 and Ile199 in MAO B (Ile
335, Asn181 and Phe208 in MAO A). As a result, it has been
argued that their FAD sites are essentially identical, leading to
the common statement that both enzymes catalyze amine
oxidation by identical mechanisms.
Several mechanisms involved in MAO catalysis have been

proposed, namely, polar nucleophilic3 (PN) (Scheme 1a),
single electron transfer4,5 (SET) (Scheme 1b), hydride transfer6

(HT) (Scheme 1c), and two-step hydride transfer7 (Scheme
1d) mechanisms. This last pathway has been described as
energetically more feasible than the others, and it agrees well
with all the available experimental data including the positive
and negative Taft correlation experiments carried out by
Edmondson et al.8 In the past few years, the SET mechanism

was discarded, although in a recent article it has been suggested
that it should be reconsidered.9 In 2011, Erdem et al. published
a computational study presenting negative evidence for the SET
mechanism.10 The PN and HT mechanisms have been widely
discussed in order to shed light on the nature of the
experimental rate-determining step. For instance, Orru et al.8

addressed the dilemma regarding the same or different
mechanisms for both MAO isoforms. Abad et al.11 used
computational chemistry to favor the PN mechanism. Vianello
et al.7 were the first to show computationally the prevailing
feasibility of the HT over all other mechanisms, suggesting that
this two-step hydride transfer mechanism might operate in
MAO B. However, as stated by the authors considering the
structural resemblances of both isoforms, i.e. similarities in their
active-site region, identical FAD cofactors, equally good
metabolization of a large variety of substrates, “the possibility
that the two enzymes function through different mechanisms is
very unlikely” leaving room to think that the two-step hydride
mechanism might operate both in MAO A and MAO B. This
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study was later extended by Repic ̌ et al.,13 reaching the same
conclusions. Finally, Akyüz et al.,12 using computational
modeling to find transition states in MAO B, also favored the
HT pathway.12 In the latter work, formation of the Cα−flavin
N5 adduct in MAO studied using the M06-2X functional
revealed that this only occurs in MAO B, suggesting slightly
different hydride transfer mechanisms operating in MAO A and
MAO B.12

Due to its pivotal role in neurotransmitter degradation, the
determination of MAO catalytic mechanisms is of paramount
importance, since it is well known that variations in MAO
activity levels might trigger important psychiatric and/or
neurological disorders.2 Generally, MAO A is related to
depression because of its association with the control of
serotonin levels. On the other hand, MAO B has been

associated with Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases because
this enzyme modulates dopamine levels in the CNS.2

Structural results of several FAD-dependent amine-oxidizing
enzymes including human MAOs show that two aromatic
residues in the binding site are oriented approximately
perpendicular to the flavin ring forming a “cage” opening
toward the entrance, suggesting their functional involvement in
catalysis. Consequently, the functional role of two tyrosines (in
the case of human MAO B, Tyr398 and Tyr435, Tyr407 and
Tyr444 in MAO A) defining the aromatic cage has been
investigated at the Hartree−Fock/MM level.14 Also, it has been
discussed that active site aromatic residues have a role in cation-
π interactions.15 These interactions have been discussed in the
example of the bound protonated dopamine in MAO;7

however, this does not seem to occur with serotonin and

Scheme 1. (a) Polar Nucleophilic Mechanism Involves Proton Transfer and Formation of Nam−C4a Adduct. (b) Single Electron
Transfer Mechanism Involves Free Radical Species. (c) Hydride Transfer Mechanism Involves Direct Transfer of Hydride from
Substrate Cα to Flavin. (d) Two-Step Hydride Transfer Implies Formation of Intermediate Adduct between Cα and N5.
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MAO inhibitors according to our previous results16 and other
catalytic proposals such as those described by Repic ̌ et al.17 and
references cited therein. In the case of human MAO B, the
tyrosine side chains project into the substrate binding cavity on
the Re face of the covalently bound flavin ring.18 This aromatic
cage arrangement might influence the catalysis by eliciting
inductive effects on the substrate’s amine nitrogen atom
favoring the abstraction of the neighboring hydrogen.
Furthermore, a conserved lysine residue (Lys296 in MAO B,
Lys305 in MAO A) is located in a solvent-inaccessible
hydrophobic area of the active site, establishing a well
conserved Lys-water-N5 motif that is also found in other
oxidases.19 However, this conserved motif would be expected to
fluctuate, with water molecules easily leaving and entering the
active site, since the free energy cost linked to water
displacement from and to the active site is small relative to
the chemical step. In this situation, the lysine amino group
should be subjected to strong electrostatic effects that might
alter its acid/base equilibrium. In fact, similar results have been
obtained with other oxidases, where the corresponding
conserved lysine residues remain unprotonated upon substrate
binding, judging from both experimental and theoretical
work.20

Repic ̌ et al.13 have shown that the pKa of Lys296 with
dopamine docked into the active site of MAO B is 10.8. They
have indicated that this residue is mainly present in its charged
form at the physiological pH, positing that this preferred
ionization state is not the catalytically active one indicating that
the reaction barrier for the reaction does not really depend on
the Lys296 protonation state. Thus, the protonation state of
this residue would not affect the reductive half-reaction of
MAO B. As a matter of fact, Borsťnar et al.21 demonstrated that
the pKa value of dopamine in the MAO B active site is
practically identical to the figure in aqueous solution (8.8 and
8.9, respectively), indicating that the cost of deprotonating
dopamine is low and its deprotonation is easily achieved in the
protein’s internal environment.21

On the other hand, for MAO substrates, although the
cationic species is dominant under physiological conditions, an
active site which is not at all hydrophobic favors the
unprotonated state in agreement with our previous results,
indicating that a neutral substrate is needed for the reaction to
take place.16

During the catalytic reductive half-reaction, the Cα−Hα
bond of substrates is oxidatively cleaved to form a protonated
imine intermediate. Then, the reduced cofactor is reoxidized to
its functional form by molecular oxygen, followed by the release
of hydrogen peroxide during the oxidative half-reaction. The
protonated imine intermediate is finally hydrolyzed non-
enzymatically to release ammonium ion and the corresponding
aldehyde. Nonetheless, for most of the flavin-dependent amine
oxidases, the chemical mechanism of the reductive half-reaction
involving the irreversible Cα−Hα bond cleavage remains
elusive. Large experimental kinetic isotope effects have been
observed for some benzylamine substrates showing unequiv-
ocally that the Cα−Hα (pro-R) bond cleavage is the rate-
limiting step under experimental conditions such as steady state
and stopped flow assays with MAO A.22 This rate-limiting step
has also been found theoretically and experimentally in MAO
B.7,23 These observations agree well with experimental evidence
indicating that no intermediates between the oxidized and
reduced flavin are detected spectroscopically, providing indirect
support for the direct HT mechanism as the preferred one in

MAO B. Extensions of the study of Vianello et al.7 have
included full dimensionality of the enzyme by means of
empirical valence bond simulations including thermal correc-
tions.13,24

Polar Nucleophilic Mechanism. The first computational
study on the mechanism of MAO catalysis addressed the
proposed polar nucleophilic mechanism by means of quantum
chemical calculations employing the semi-empirical PM3
method.25 Mechanistic evidence supporting a PN mechanism
for MAO A catalysis has also been discussed elsewhere.8 In this
mechanism, the −NH2 moiety of the bound substrate in its
deprotonated form attacks the C4a position of the isoalloxazine
ring to form a flavin C4a adduct. The basic N5 of this adduct
eventually abstracts the Cα−Hα from the substrate (Scheme
1a).8

Abad et al.,11 using benzylamine as the MAO B substrate,
described an asynchronous PN mechanism (lower pathway in
Scheme 1a). This mechanism describes the amine moiety’s lone
pair (Nam) interaction with C4a of the isoalloxazine ring at a
rather short distance (ca. 2.52 Å). The authors thus evidenced
an optimal distance between Nam and C4a, claiming that this
interaction is an attractive one; however, they indicated that it is
too long for a covalent bond although short enough for a
normal nonbonded distance. The study also suggested that the
concerted, but asynchronous, transfer of two electrons and a
proton in the rate-limiting step is in agreement with the PN
mechanism. It should be noted that a similar asynchronous
concerted polar nucleophilic mechanism was initially suggested
by Erdem et al.25

Hydride Transfer Mechanism. Other studies with flavin-
dependent amine oxidizing enzymes have proposed a Cα−Hα
bond cleavage by means of a hydride ion mechanism (Scheme
1c).6 According to this proposal, electron donation from the
amine nitrogen to the Cα−Nam bond of the substrate facilitates
departure of a hydride ion from Cα to the flavin N5 in a single
step.6 On the other hand, using quantum chemical calculations,
a novel two-step hydride mechanism for the oxidative MAO-
catalyzed deamination of amines has been proposed (Scheme
1d)7 In this proposal, during the rate-limiting step, the flavin
abstracts a hydride anion (through its N5 atom) from the
substrate’s α-carbon. Then, a strong covalent adduct is formed
between the Cα and N5. In a later stage, a facilitated
deprotonation of the adduct by two active-site water molecules
would produce a fully reduced flavin, FADH2, and a neutral
imine.7 Experimentally, this two-step HT was shown to be
energetically more feasible compared to other mechanistic
pathways.8 Recent 15N kinetic isotope effect measurements of
human MAO B oxidation of benzylamine show that Cα−Hα
bond cleavage and Nam-rehybridization are not concerted,
which argues against a direct hydride mechanism for MAO B.23

However, it has been suggested that the two-step hydride
transfer mechanism might only operate in MAO B but not in
MAO A.12

Despite the structural resemblance of both active sites, the
electrostatic environment in MAO A and MAO B should not
be identical, allowing for different degrees of charge transfer in
the reactant complexes upon formation. In this context, Abad et
al.11 described that MAO A performs the oxidative deamination
of amines by a PN mechanism in contrast to the HT used by
MAO B. The same authors24 have recently claimed that the
reaction rate is influenced by the Nam−C4a interaction, and
substituent effects on substrates only play a minor role,
indicating that active site environmental effects bring the
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pathway closer to an asynchronous PN mechanism in MAO B.
However, in a computational study for the oxidation of
benzylamine by flavin,26 it was concluded that both
mechanisms might be operating in MAO due to very similar
energy barriers for the PN and HT mechanisms.
All the mechanisms depicted in Scheme 1 show a protonated

imine product, which agrees with the experimental evidence
showing that the imine product is in its protonated state.27,28

Despite of the ongoing discussion regarding alternative
mechanisms in MAO, it would seem unlikely that such closely
related enzymes would employ different mechanistic strategies
to accomplish very similar amine oxidations.21 In fact, to carry
out such a task, two different active site electrostatic
preorganizations would have to occur in order to stabilize
transition states involving a carbanion in MAO A or a
carbocation in MAO B. In this context, the Quantum Chemical
Cluster Approach can be used as a robust tool with the aim of
rationalizing the accumulated experimental evidence for these
enzymes.29,30 The Quantum Chemical Cluster Approach allows
the confirmation of transition states that are difficult to find
and/or be characterized through experiment. By means of
potential energy profiles, the experimental rate-limiting steps
can be studied and their associated energy barriers can be
obtained. Also, several reaction pathways can be compared with
experimental kinetic results to shed further light on the possible
mechanism.
Although theoretical calculations regarding MAO mecha-

nisms abound, several disadvantages can be noted due to the
solvent not being included, such as long-range polarization
effects and steric constraints imposed by the enzyme on the
substrates. However, these disadvantages are overruled by using
the Quantum Chemical Cluster Approach.31 Also, most earlier
calculations do not reproduce experimental kcat/red values, failing
by ca. 8−10 kcal/mol. Therefore, the main focus of this work is
a thorough understanding of the chemical steps of amine
degradation and the basis of the catalytic power of MAO B,
which would be of great importance for other studies on
flavoenzymes. As has been pointed out,26 a detailed knowledge
of MAO catalytic activity is important for the effective design of
novel MAO inhibitors as transition state analogues so as to
determine how these enzymes work.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Free Energies of Activation and Kinetic Values. In this

article we report the localization and characterization of
transition states by comparison of calculated energy barriers
derived from potential energy profiles (ΔGcat

≠ ) and those
obtained through available experimental kinetic parameters
(kred) for three selected arylalkylamine analogue MAO B
substrates, namely benzylamine (BA), phenylethylamine (PEA)
and p-nitrobenzylamine (NBA) (Figure 1).
These results were used to analyze and investigate the

likelihood of a particular reaction pathway to occur, i.e. to
rationalize the PN versus the HT mechanism in MAO B. To
accomplish this, experimental free energies of activation
(ΔGexp

≠ ) were obtained by means of the Eyring equation as
shown in Table 1 (see Methodology section). Then, we used an
alternative methodology to the QM/MM approach, which
considers QM-only calculations of a suitable and well-chosen
active-site model as described by Siegbahn et al.31

It should be noted that a variation of ΔGexp
≠ of 1.4 kcal/mol

in Table 1 leads to a decrease in catalytic effectiveness in 1
order of magnitude, as described elsewhere.32

The data in Table 1 show the stopped-flow kinetic
parameters of MAO B reported for the oxidation of BA,
PEA, and NBA.33,34 As Edmondson et al.35 have discussed,
NBA is found to be a very slow substrate for MAO B, indicating
that it might function as a competitive inhibitor. BA and PEA
are found to be good MAO B substrates. Thus, the choice of
these molecules relies on their importance to address the
possible catalytic mechanisms in this enzyme. Also, this choice
could help us to answer questions such as why BA is a better
substrate than NBA or how para-substitution in the aromatic
ring affects the substrate’s reactivity or even if other substrates
might follow the same oxidative mechanisms.
It is worth mentioning that higher calculated energy barriers

(over 25 kcal/mol) often imply that either the mechanism is
wrong or probably the model is missing something or contains
some artifacts.36 According to this, our calculated free energy of
activation for NBA is in excellent agreement with its
experimental value. On the other hand, in the case of BA and
PEA, these energies are overestimated by ca. 3 kcal/mol even
though these results show the same trend as the experimental
values, i.e., the barrier for BA is 2.3 kcal/mol higher than for
PEA. A possible explanation for this observation is that
calculations carried out using NBA were based on the MAO B−
NBA crystal structure (PDB code 2C70),35 implying that the
amino acid residues are arranged according to the interactions
with this substrate.

Catalytic Power of MAO B. An efficient way to evaluate
the origin of enzyme catalysis is to use the catalytic power
parameter described elsewhere.37,38 Usually, this is carried out
using experimental kinetic values that represent the catalytic
power kcat/kuncat (kred/kuncat ratio in our case) for enzymes,
which lie between 106−1017, meaning 9.5−26 kcal/mol in
terms of ΔΔG≠ values (eq 1, see Methodology section).
Thus, the difference between ΔGw

≠ and ΔGcat
≠ (Table 1)

results in the catalytic power, ΔΔG≠. According to our
calculations, MAO B enhances the reaction rate up to 1010

times with regard to the uncatalyzed reaction in water. Despite
the lack of experimental data regarding the uncatalyzed reaction

Figure 1. a) Atom numbering of the flavin moiety of FAD and b)
structures of the substrates used in this study.

Table 1. Free Energy of Activation ΔGexp
≠ , ΔGcat

≠ (Table S2,
Supporting Information), and ΔGw

≠ (in solution) for
Arylalkylamine Analogues as MAO B Substrates Using the
Quantum Chemical Cluster Approach

substrate kred (min−1) ΔGexp
≠ ΔGcat

≠ ΔGw
≠

benzylamine 760 ± 2a 16.0 19.4 31.7
phenethylamine 34300b 13.7 17.1 31.1

p-nitrobenzylamine 3.8 ± 0.2a 19.1 18.5 30.5
aTaken from ref 33. bTaken from ref 34.
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(from amine to imine), our results are in agreement with the
reported experimental range of values for natural enzymes.37

Thus, comparisons of nonenzymatic with catalyzed reactions
should give us new hints regarding the mechanistic pathway
followed by the MAO B catalyzed reaction.
Transition State Stabilization (TSS). According to

Warshel et al.,38 the catalytic effect of enzymes resides
essentially in the electrostatic stabilization of the transition
state rather than several other proposed features (strain,
entropy, desolvation, tunneling, covalent effects, dynamics,
among others). All these proposals attempt to explain the
catalytic effect. Therefore, in this context, our discussions are
focused on the comparison between the TS and RC states.
p-Nitrobenzylamine. Edmondson et al.35 suggested that

dipolar properties of residues Tyr398 and Tyr435 (Figure 2)
play an important role in substrate specificity for MAO B
catalysis. Also, experimental data on p-NO2 substrate analogues
indicated that repulsive interactions might alter the orientation
of these substrates in the active site cavity with regard to these
two tyrosine residues. If so, the latter statement could explain

the poor behavior displayed by NBA as a MAO B substrate.
Moreover, it is worth noting that it binds tightly to the active
site as shown by crystal structure reports.35

Due to the fact that the RC state for NBA was obtained from
an optimization of a well-chosen region of the crystal structure
of MAO B (see Methodology section), some differences could
be seen regarding the crystal state. The main discrepancy can
be noticed in the −NO2 group, that shows a hydrogen bond
with Tyr326 (Figure 2a) that is not present in the crystal
structure (where it interacts with Cys172 at 3.07 Å). We believe
that in a dynamic system both interactions might be present.
Whether one or both of these interactions occur, the NBA will
remain anchored at the entrance cavity. Although NBA is a
simple derivative of the good substrate BA, the interactions of
the −NO2 group may be responsible for the decreased
reactivity of NBA regarding BA. The anchoring of NBA may
decrease its likelihood of adopting an appropriate conformation
to interact with the flavin moiety (near attack conformation38).

Figure 2. Molecular overlay of (a) reactant complexes (RC) and (b) transition states (TS) of NBA (cyan) and BA (green). For the sake of clarity,
Gln206 was deleted from the picture and the oxygens of water molecules (depicted as spheres) were colored the same as carbon atoms and
numbered according to crystal structure 2C70.

Figure 3.Molecular overlay of (a) reactant complexes (RC) and (b) transition states (TS) of PEA (magenta) and BA (green). For the sake of clarity
Gln206 was deleted from the picture and the oxygens of water molecules (depicted as spheres) were colored the same as carbon atoms and
numbered according to crystal structure 2C70.
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The interactions occurring in the TS (Table S1, Supporting
Information) show that NBA is similarly stabilized with regard
to BA and PEA.
Benzylamine. Kinetic and thermochemical differences

between BA and its derivative NBA could be explained by
the absence of the Tyr326−Cys172 anchoring. Instead of this
interaction, π−π and polar−π interactions are observed in the
RC of BA (Figures 2a and 3a). The first interaction forms an
angle of 36.25° (measured from the normal vector of Tyr326 to
the centroid of the BA) at a distance of 5.38 Å (measured
between aromatic ring centroids), which is in agreement with
described π−π interactions in proteins.39 A second interaction
is observed between the thiol group of Cys172 and the benzyl
ring of BA at 2.3 Å, forming an angle of 98.8° (optimal for this
kind of interactions in proteins).39 These interactions allow BA
to be pushed into the reactive region assisted by the Tyr326
and Ile199 residues located at the entrance gate in MAO B,40

thus avoiding its anchoring at the entrance cavity. On the other
hand, the analysis of the TS structure (Figures 2b and 3b)
clearly shows that the number of interactions in the active site
increase regarding the ground state structure (Table S1,
Supporting Information), i.e., three new H-bonds are formed
in the TS and six H-bonds become shorter as compared to the
ground state, confirming the stronger interactions occurring in
the BA MAO B TS complex. The higher activity displayed by
BA could then be explained as due to these π interactions
acting as a driving force. In this way, BA is more likely to reach
the TS and achieve the tighter interactions observed in the TS
structure (Table S1, Supporting Information).
Phenylethylamine. According to the kinetic data (Table 1),

simply increasing the length of the side chain by an extra
methylene group, as is the case for PEA, increases its reactivity
regarding BA. Also, this methylene group allows PEA to adopt a
more favorable conformation in the active site in the RC
(similar to the TS), i.e., allowing PEA to orient its Hα toward
the N5 of the flavin (Figure 3). Additionally, similar π
interactions are observed as in the case of BA, and therefore,
they could assist the approach of Cα toward N5. Moreover, the
interactions found for PEA in the RC and TS are almost the
same (Table S1, Supporting Information). These similarities
between both the RC and TS in Figure 3 might explain the

increased reactivity and the lower energy barrier calculated for
this substrate.

Reactive Region and Lys296−HOH−N5 Motif. In the
search for transition state structures, the water molecules
considered in the linear transit (see Methodology section) form
a hydrogen bond network. One of these water molecules
connects the NH2 group of Lys296 and the N5 of the
isoalloxazine ring of FAD (Figure 4a). Interestingly, this is a
conserved motif found in other oxidases but without any
discussed role in MAO.41,42 This Lys−HOH−N5 motif is
conserved in all the calculated reactant and transition state
complexes. Distances between this water and N5 of the
isoalloxazine ring of FAD are ca. 3.0 Å in all our RC. Although
in the obtained TS complexes for BA and PEA this distance is
conserved at 3.0 Å, for NBA the water molecule moves toward
N5 and the distance decreases to 2.88 Å as shown in Figure 4b.
Thus, based on orbitalary results (vide inf ra), it is possible to

think of an enrichment of the charge of N5 arising from a local
electrostatic contribution by another region of the flavin
moiety.

Reactive Region. In the obtained reactant complexes, the
amino moieties of BA and PEA remain far from the flavin’s C4a
at 3.3 and 4.1 Å, respectively. However, this distance is
somewhat different in the reactant complex of NBA, depicted in
Figure 2a, compared to the good substrates. In this case, the
−NH2 moiety binds in the binding cavity where it remains ca.
3.15 Å away from C4a of the isoalloxazine ring. Also, in this
conformation of NBA, the Cα atom of the substrate remains
3.74 Å away from N5, closer than the distances attained by BA
and PEA, which are 4.57 and 4.41 Å, respectively. This position
is better explained by additional hydrogen bond interactions of
the p-NO2 substituent with the hydroxyl group of Tyr326 at
2.88 Å (Table S1, Supporting Information).
On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that in the TS

complex, the −NH2 group of NBA comes closer to the C4a of
the isoalloxazine ring (2.53 Å). This distance in the BA and
PEA complexes is 2.9 Å, which does not agree with the PN
mechanism (2.52 Å) described for MAO B.10 Thus, only NBA
displays this interaction at too large a distance for a covalent
bond but close enough to be considered as an attractive
interaction.11

Figure 4. (a) Reactant complex and (b) transition state forNBA. The image shows the Lys296−HOH2141−N5 motif and how the water molecule
approaches N5 on going from the RC to the TS. For the sake of clarity, Gln206, Tyr326, Ile199, and Cys172 are not shown in the figure. Only
HOH2141 was left and named according to crystal structure 2C70.
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Also, it is possible to observe that the interaction occurring in
the Lys296−HOH−N5 motif is strengthened in the NBA
transition state (Table S1, Supporting Information). We believe
that the conserved water molecule may partially compensate19

for the increased basicity of the flavin N5 as described for the
PN mechanism in MAO (Scheme 1b). Thus, the lack of the
Nam−C4a interaction in BA and PEA and the elongated
HOH2141−N5 interaction lead to a more electrophilic N5,
favoring hydride abstraction. Even though the Nam−C4a
interaction is also described for NBA, the hybridization of
C4a remains constant (sp2.13, sp2.09, and sp1.91 in RC, TS, and
PC, respectively).
NBO Analysis. NBO analyses were carried out over the

corresponding Fock matrices according to second-order
perturbation theory for NBA and PEA complexed with MAO
B. Results for the TS structure with NBA show that the flavin
moiety of FAD exhibits five intramolecular orbitals (related
with the mechanism under study). Also, there are two water

molecules that may be involved and associated with the
mechanism and stability of the system, which interact with
NBA and the flavin ring. Finally, the establishment of two
NBA−flavin orbital interactions can be seen, which seems to be
important in determining the stability and the reactivity of the
system.
Figure S1a of the Supporting Information shows the

interaction of the orbitals of the C4a and the C10a−N1
bond orbital, which could imply a possible electron
delocalization from C4a to N1. Further, C4a exhibits a bonding
orbital formation between N5 and Hα (Figure S1b, Supporting
Information). On the other hand, the N5 lone pair seems to
stabilize the C4a−C10a bond with an electron population of
1.84 e (Figure S1c, Supporting Information), as well as N10
stabilizes the C10a−-N1 bond (Figure S1d, Supporting
Information). Finally, the hydrogen transferred from NBA
seems to be stabilized by the N5 lone pair. The two
crystallographic waters that are involved in the electron

Figure 5. Graphical description of natural bond orbitals in the transition state of NBA−flavin: (a) Nam−Cα and C4a and (b) N5 and the transferred
proton.

Figure 6. Graphical description of natural bond orbitals that stabilize the Hα in the PEA TS structure: (a) Hα stabilization through the C−H of PEA
and (b) C−N bond stabilizing Hα of PEA.
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movement in the complex might act as electron acceptors for
both the flavin moiety (Figure S2, Supporting Information) and
NBA (Figure S3, Supporting Information).
Figure 5a denotes an established interaction between the

Nam−Cα bond orbital of NBA and C4a orbital of flavin, while
Figure 5b shows the overlapping of N5−Hα orbitals.
Altogether these results (despite of more evidence is needed)

allow us to believe that the direction of electron motion is
toward N1 assisted by a water molecule (HOH2216) as an
electron acceptor with N5 acting as a base, which abstracts a
proton from NBA (noticed by Vianello et al.7). Also, C4a of the
flavin and the other water molecule (HOH2115) could stabilize
the amine moiety of NBA. These results are in agreement with
the PN mechanism for this substrate.
The study of the PEA TS complex shows similar orbital

behavior for flavin to that seen for NBA (Figure S2, Supporting
Information). However, there are several different orbitals
regarding the NBA case supporting the HT over the PN
mechanism. First, the pro-R Hα seems to be stabilized by the
Cα−Hα (pro-S) bond together with the electronic contribution
from the Nam−Cα bond (Figure 6). The latter could be in
agreement with the electrodonation from Nam toward the Cα−
Hα bond described elsewhere for the hydride mechanism.7 The
electron populations of both the Cα−Hα (pro-S) and Nam−Cα
bonds are high, and therefore, they are able to transfer charge
toward the pro-R Hα, allowing it to be characterized as a
hydride ion. Additionally, the water molecule of the Lys296−
HOH2141−N5 motif is involved in the stabilization of the
hydride, which is not seen in the other case (Figure 7).

Importance of Crystallographic Water molecules. All
crystallographic water molecules considered in our study
displayed a H-bond network, making our study comparable
with the available experimental data. In fact, ca. 75% of the H-
bonds formed in the active site involved water molecules
(Table S1, Supporting Information). As has been pointed out,

the free energy cost linked to water displacement from/to the
active site is small relative to the ΔG of the reduction chemical
step in accordance with the smaller penalty imposed by the
enzyme active site. Moreover, the binding affinity of substrates/
inhibitors may diminish if the free energy increases due to the
removal of bound water molecules is not compensated by
additional interactions upon their binding.43 These water
molecules are essential to represent the electrostatic behavior
of the active site,24 helping us to answer some of our
mechanistic questions. Our Quantum Chemical Cluster
Approach calculations support the idea that water molecules
change the electrostatic environment of the active site allowing
MAO B to catalyze the studied substrates by two different
mechanisms. Furthermore, this importance is highlighted by
the Lys296−HOH−N5 motif, which stabilizes both hydride
and proton transfer. Its presence seems to favor the viability of
the mechanism.42

Though the role of the water molecules suggests a certain
degree of “mechanistic flexibility” as discussed above, the
energetic and kinetic differences obtained from our calculations
for good substrates as BA and PEA lead us to think that MAO
B prefers the HT over the PN mechanism, while the latter
might be preferred in the case of NBA.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The Quantum Chemical Cluster Approach was used as a tool
aiming to rationalize gathered experimental evidence for
monoamine oxidase B. Using this methodology, transition
state Gibbs free energies for benzylamine, phenethylamine, and
p-nitrobenzylamine complexes were obtained and compared
with experimental kinetic values. The lack of crystal structures
for MAO B complexed with BA and PEA may be the
responsible for the small observed differences encountered in
the theoretical energy barriers for BA and PEA regarding their
experimental Gibbs free energies. Nevertheless, the obtained
transition state structures were localized and validated, thus
leading to new insights regarding the most likely mechanisms
underlying the MAO B substrate interactions.
The NH2 moiety of both BA and PEA interacted with the

C4a atom of the isoalloxazine ring at a distance of 2.9 Å in the
transition state complexes. In the case of NBA, its NH2 group
interacted with C4a of the isoalloxazine ring at 2.53 Å. This
shorter distance argues in favor of adduct formation by the PN
mechanism. In all cases the Lys296−water−N5 motif is
conserved in the transition state complexes, where for BA
and PEA the conserved water molecule remains at the same
distance as in the reactant complexes. In contrast, in the case of
NBA, the water molecule comes closer to N5 in the transition
state complex. In any case, according to our NBO results, this
interaction may be attributed to bond orbital formation
between Nam and C4a only for NBA.
At a first glance, an important difference is that NBA exhibits

an orbital interaction between its NH2 group and C4a. This
interaction is in agreement with the PN mechanism. On the
contrary, this interaction is not observed in both the BA and
PEA complexes, indicating that these molecules might not
follow the same mechanism. These observations are in
agreement with the different charges that should arise for
each proposed mechanism, i.e., a more basic N5 for the PN and
a more electrophilic N5 for the HT mechanism. Thus, subtle
differences in the obtained TS could explain the differential
enzyme activities observed for these three substrates with MAO
B. According to our results for BA and PEA, it is not possible to

Figure 7. Graphical description of Lys−HOH2141−N(5) motif NBO
orbitals that stabilize the Hα in the PEA TS structure. Hα is stabilized
by an electron pair of the oxygen atom.
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conclude the likelihood of the hydride transfer occurring in one
or two steps. Thus, further studies should be done in order to
lend additional support to this proposal.
According to our results, it seems that the mechanism by

which monoamines are oxidized is strongly dependent on the
nature of the substrate. For example, a substituent that can
anchor the molecule at the entrance cavity can make this
substrate follow a different mechanism. On the other hand, the
observed reaction rates (as kred values) can be directly related to
the active site amino acids’ ability to stabilize the transition state
geometries, thus allowing the catalysis to be more efficient with
certain substrates. It is also possible to conclude that p-
substituent effects can profoundly modify a molecule’s
reactivity not only by altering the reactivity of the ligand
toward the flavin moiety but also by establishing additional
interactions in the MAO B active site.

■ METHODOLOGY
Computational Details. The Cluster Approach. The

cluster approach for enzyme catalysis considers a relatively
small but well-chosen part of the enzyme (ca. 165 atoms for
PEA, 162 atoms for BA, and 164 for NBA) in such a way that
the selected cluster behaves and reacts like the real system.
Generally, the catalyzed reaction occurs in a small region of the
enzyme, and the rest of the enzyme contributes to the catalysis
to a lesser extent.
When this methodology is applied two contributions are

considered, i.e., the steric constraints imposed by the enzyme
on the active site and the long-range polarization effects, which
affect the computed energies. To overcome difficulties arising
from the first one, all the Cα’s side chains of residues for MAO
B described in the Introduction were locked in their
crystallographic positions. Keeping these atoms frozen prevents
unrealistic movements of these selected group of atoms. Doing
so, this approach guarantees the structural integrity of the
model, allowing for some flexibility of these selected groups. As
described by Himo,44 the error introduced by this approx-
imation becomes smaller as the freezing points move further
away from the active site.
To overcome long-range polarization effects, solvation effects

were considered at the same level of theory as the geometry
optimizations carrying out single-point calculations on the
optimized structures using the CPC model.45,46 Two dielectric
constants, i.e., ε = 4 and ε = 80, were used in our calculations.
The differences in the energy profiles obtained using both
dielectric constants are ca. 1.5 kcal mol−1 (Table S2, Supporting
Information). As stated by Himo,44 despite the complexity
involved in the dielectric constant assignments for active sites,
the robustness of the Quantum Chemical Cluster Approach
avoids this issue making the cluster selection independent of
the dielectric constant, provided that solvation effects
converge.29

Linear Transit. To reduce the computational time searching
for a transition state structure regarding to the quasi-Newton
algorithm, it is necessary to select main reaction coordinates
such as bond distances, bond angles, or dihedral angles
followed by a linear transit scan along the selected coordinate.
The highest point obtained in this energy profile as a function
of the chosen reaction coordinate is then used for the transition
state search. In our case, the LT was chosen between the flavin
N5 and the Hα proton of the different substrates.
Cluster Selections. All our models were built using the

crystal structure of human MAO B expressed in Pichia pastoris

complexed with p-nitrobenzylamine (PDB code 2C70).35 In
this crystal structure, NBA is bound to the binding site with its
Cα side chain pointing toward the isoalloxazine ring. This pose
was used to locate the aromatic moieties of the other two
deprotonated substrates (BA and PEA) because no crystal
structures are available for their interactions with MAO B. The
active site models included the isoalloxazine ring of the flavin
cofactor and the residues Tyr398 and Tyr435, which form the
aromatic cage. Also, Tyr188, Gln206, Lys296, Cys172, Ile199,
and Tyr326 were considered according to their known
significance in MAO B catalysis. The active site models also
incorporated four water molecules present in the crystal
structure of MAO B complexed with NBA (these molecules
were further verified by using the WaterDock47 script in the
Vina Docking program).

Theoretical Calculations of Free Energies. In the case of the
uncatalyzed reaction, the models included the isolated
isoalloxazine ring of FAD, isolated substrate (S), complex in
its ground state in the solvent cage (FAD-S), and transition
state of the complex ([FAD-S]≠). For the catalyzed reaction,
the models include the isolated active site, i.e., without substrate
(E), the isolated substrate (S), the enzyme substrate complex in
its basal state (ES or RC), and finally the transition state of the
complex enzyme substrate ([ES]≠ or TS).
All calculations were carried out using the M06-2X

functional,48 highly recommended for thermochemistry and
kinetics and because it describes attractive long-range
dispersion interactions. This functional is implemented in the
Gaussian09 suite of programs.49 Geometries were optimized
using the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. In order to get more accurate
energies, single-point calculations were carried out on the
optimized geometries using a larger basis set, 6-311+G(2d,2p).
Frequencies were computed analytically at the same level of
theory as the geometry optimizations to confirm whether the
obtained structures were minima or transition states and to
obtain zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections. The final energies
reported in the present paper are thus the large basis set
energies corrected for ZPE, solvation, and dispersion effects.
The latter effect is included in the MO6-2X functional. In order
to undoubtedly assign reactants and products, we scaled the
transition state frequencies, which then were optimized and
confirmed as local minima. Imaginary frequencies of the
enzymatic transition states were 1134.6i, 1089.43i, and 1151.23i
cm−1 for BA, NBA, and PEA, respectively. In the case of
reactions in solution, frequencies were 915.86i, 741.06i, and
795.42i cm−1 for BA, NBA, and PEA, respectively. Covalent
adducts were found only for substrates in solution, while the
enzymatic product complexes did not show such adducts (see
Cartesian Coordinates section, Supporting Information).

Experimental Gibbs Free Energies from Kinetic Rate
Constants. Rate constants can be calculated according to the
well-known eq 1:

= −Δ ≠
k

k T
hc

eb G RT/
(1)

where k = rate constant, kb = Boltzmann constant, T =
temperature, ΔG≠ = free energy of activation, h = Planck’s
constant, c = concentration (taken as unity), and R = gas
constant. This equation is valid for simple transition state
theory where the transmission coefficient is approximated to
unity.32

Catalytic Power. The catalytic power of the enzyme was
evaluated by rearranging the TST equation for catalyzed and
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uncatalyzed reactions eq 2. This property is represented in
kinetic and energy terms by the ratio kcat/kuncat and ΔΔG≠,
respectively.

= ΔΔ ≠k
k

e G RTred

uncat

/

(2)

Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) Analysis. The NBO anal-
ysis50−55 provides an accurate Lewis structure picture of a
molecule using the highest percentage of orbital electron
density representation. As such, this tool allows the under-
standing of intra- and/or intermolecular interactions mainly
gathering information from the interactions occurring between
filled and virtual orbitals. Also it derives information regarding
charge density changes between atoms, which may act as
donors and/or acceptors with regard to a single molecule or to
different molecules interacting with each other. This may
stabilize the whole system due to the relationship between
bonding and antibonding orbitals.56

The relationship between donor (i) and acceptor (j)
corresponds to the stabilization energy E(2), which is estimated
as eq 3:

= Δ =
−

E E q
F i j
E E

(2)
( , )

ij i
j i

2

(3)

where qi is the donor orbital occupancy; Ei and Ej are diagonal
elements, and F(i,j) is the off diagonal NBO Fock matrix
element.
A larger E(2) value corresponds to a stronger interaction

between donor and electron acceptor atoms, or in other words,
a stronger donating tendency from donor to electron acceptor
and consequently a greater extension of the conjugation in the
whole system resulting in a stabilization of the system. All
calculations were carried out using the NBO 6.0 program.56

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
Table S1. Hydrogen Bonds formed at the active site in the
reactant complex (RC) and transition state (TS) for BA, NBA,
PEA complexed with MAO B. All distances were measured
between heavy atoms. The symbol (−) indicates the absence of
a hydrogen bond. Table S2. The three upper rows display the
contributions to free energy of activation for BA, PEA, and
NBA complexed with MAO B. The three lower rows display
the contributions to free energy of activation in solution
(substrate + isoalloxazine ring). Figure S1. Intramolecular
natural bond orbitals taken from second-order perturbation
theory involved in the reactivity and stabilization of NBA−
flavin interaction. (a) C4a orbital interacting with the C10a−
N1 bond orbital. (b) C4a orbital interacting with the N5 and
the transferred proton. (c) N5’s lone pair orbital interacting
with the C4a−C10a bond orbital. (d) N10 orbital interacting
with C10a−N1 bond orbital through its lone pair donation.
Figure S2. Water−flavin NBO orbitals taken from second-
order perturbation theory involved in the stabilization and
reactivity of the system. Figure S2. (a) and (b) display the
interaction between the water molecule lone pairs toward the
oxygen atom pointing to C4 and a hydrogen atom of the −NH2
substrate moiety. (c) Depicted is the stabilizing interaction
between N1 and a water molecule. (d) The N1−C10a bond is
also stabilized by a water molecule. Figure S3. Water−NBA
NBO orbitals taken from second-order perturbation theory
involved in the stabilization and reactivity of the system. The

figure depicted the interaction described between water oxygen
lone pair stabilizing an antibonding orbital of the N−H bond of
the substrates amine moiety. Figure S4. Intramolecular NBO
orbitals taken from second-order perturbation theory involved
in the reactivity and stabilization of PEA−MAO B complex.
Figure S4. (a) and (b) display how N5’s lone pair stabilizes
antibonding orbitals of bonds formed by N5−C4a and C4a−
C10a. (c) Displayed is how the N1−C10a bond donates
electronic density toward the antibonding orbital of C4a−N5
bond. (d) Stabilizing interaction of C4a−N5 bond between its
bonding and antibonding orbitals. (e) N10s lone pair stabilizing
the antibonding orbital of N1−C10a bond. The Supporting
Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications
website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.jcim.5b00140.
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